Nonisotopic reagents for a cost-effective increase in sample throughput of targeted quantitative proteomics.
The new technology of ultrathroughput MS (uMS) transforms the intrinsic capability of analyte multiplexing in mass spectrometry (MS) to sample multiplexing. Core technological advantages of uMS rely on the decoupled use of isotopic quantitation reference and nonisotopic mass coding of samples. These advantages include: (1) high sample-throughput potential, (2) utilization of minimal amounts of expensive stable isotopes for the quantitation reference, and (3) unleashing of the open-source exploration of the chemical structure diversity of nonisotopic reagents to significantly enhance the MS detectability of analytes. A particular uMS method, ultrathroughput multiple reaction monitoring (uMRM), is reported for one-experiment quantitation of a surrogate peptide (SVILLGR) of prostate specific antigen (PSA) in multiple serum samples. Following derivatization of the pair of spiked, isotopic reference (SVILLGR*) and endogenous, native peptide in each sample, all samples were pooled for a step of simultaneous enrichment and cleanup of derivatized peptide pairs using immobilized antibody. The MS analysis of the pooled sample reported the quantity and sample origin of the surrogate peptide. Several analyses with different sample throughput were presented, with the highest being 15-in-1. Screening of nonisotopic reagents used combinatorial libraries of peptidyl compounds, and the reagent selection was based on the derivatization effectiveness and the capability of MS signal enhancement for the peptide. The precision, accuracy, and linearity of the uMRM MS technology were found to be comparable with standard isotope dilution MRM MS.